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M.A. (Hird Semester) Examination

POLITICAL SCIENCE
(India's Foreign Policy and Relations) 

Paper-XII

Time : Three Hours] [Max. Marks:
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Private: 100

The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.

Note: Attempt any four questions. All questions carry equal 
marks.
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1. How the objectives of India's foreign policy have undergone
; - a, change over the years? Discuss in the context of their 

idealist and pragmatist overtones.
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2. How the domestic roots have influenced India's foreign 
policy towards West Asia and Israel? Discuss.
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3. "Emergence of India as a regional economic and military 
power has created mistrust with its neighbours". Argue in 
favour and against this statement.
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4. Why India has better relations with other neighbours except 
Pakistan? How India maintains close relations with Sri Lanka 
and Bangladesh?
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5. What in your view are the causes of close Indo-US relations 
after the end of Cold War? Give reasons of your support or 
opposition to this close proximity.
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6. Is in your view non-alignment still relevant? How India 
should deal with NAM in the post Cold War globalised 
world order?
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7. What are the agreements and disagreements between India 
and Iran in their bilateral foreign policies? Comment.
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8. From peaceful use of nuclear energy to achieving nuclear 
triad, India has entirely changed its nuclear policy. Which 
perceived threat perceptions or security concerns forced India 
to change its nuclear policy? Discuss.
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